Effects of monocular occlusion and diffusion on visual system development in the cat.
The effects of two forms of monocular deprivation (occlusion or diffusion) on visual system development were investigated. One group of cats monocularly deprived of all form stimulation but permitted diffuse light stimulation (diffusion, n = 4) during development showed a pattern of deficits similar to those reported for monocularly sutured cats. Most cells in the visual cortex were driven exclusively by the non-deprived eye and there were eye-specific deficits in X-cell acuity, proportion of Y-cells, and cell body size (binocular and monocular segment) in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). A second group of cats monocularly deprived of all form and light stimulation (occlusion, n = 4) during development showed a less severe pattern of deficits. There was no acuity loss in LGN X-cells driven by the deprived eye, and cell body shrinkage was of smaller magnitude than in diffusion reared cats and was restricted to the binocular segment. Cortical deficits and LGN Y-cell loss were similar in the two groups. The results are consistent with the idea that monocular occlusion produces only deficits due to binocular competition while monocular diffusion reflects the combined effects of binocular competition and abnormal stimulation.